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Task 1:   1. film(s) studies   2. support/back up/justify/express/have   3. class/students/learners   4. 

examiners   5. 20/twenty (percent/%)    6. the recent/more recent   7. influence   8. repeat   9. 

(bigger) variety   10. (then) edit    11. Media Studies   12. confidence/knowledge/self-esteem 

Task 2:   1.E  2.C   3.A   4.B 

Task 3:   1.D   2.F   3.H  4.A   5.E   6.C  

Task 4:   1.carefree/careless   2.recognition   3.pressure    4.perception    5.probably  

6.youngsters/youth    7.succeed     8.environmental 

Task 5:   1. F/5   2. T/3    3. T/5   4. F/4    5. T/2   6. T/6   7. T/1   8. F/4 

Task7:    1. to/Extr. W    2. firm/ Adj.   3. their/Pron.    4. X     5. X    6. think/Agr.   

7. the/Art./W.Miss     8. X    9. have/Tense   10. X   11. little bit/Ord.  12. more/Degr 

Task 8:     1. B   2. A   3. C   4. B   5. A   6. C   7. B   8. B   9. A   10. C 

Task 9:     1. I    2. H   3. E   4. A    5. F    6. D   7. B   8. C    

Task 10:   1. E    2. H    3. A   4. J    5. D   6. I    7. G    8. C      

 

Task 11.1     
My advice is that you regularly listen to recordings and try to repeat (imitate) the words and phrases 

given in them. It’s important that you spend much time on this. There are also very good sites where 
various pronunciation excercises are given, such as, for example: www.englishpronunciation.org 
Any other relevant answer is accepted.    

Task 11.2   
Remember the general rule that Present Perfect is used when there is a connection of the past action with the 

present.  Read and  try to understand many examples on this tense and, in the end do many exercises. After 
this, try to use this tense in your own sentences. Start with very simple ones. Remember that translation may 
also help.   

Any other relevant answer is accepted. 

Task 11.3       
Don’t worry. Don’t get frustrated. Understanding the speech in a foreign language is a difficult skill and 
needs a lot of practice; Listen to British and American recordings, films, news, anything what interests 

you. Spend minimum 1hour on this. Initally you won’t be able to understand many things, but then, 
little by little, you will start to understand more and more.  I recommend these sites: www.ted.com  or  
ww.bbc.com  or learnenglish.britishcouncil.org 
Any other relevant answer is accepted. 

Task 11.4      
Remember that we use the Passiver Voice when we are more interested in the action (fact) itself and not in 
who did it. Read many sentences with the Passive Voice and try to understand their meaning. Then, do many 

http://www.ted.com/


exercises. After this, try to use the Passive Voice in your own sentences. Start with very simple ones. 
Remember that translation may also help.   

Any other relevant answer is accepted. 

  

Task 12    

    1.  Instruction 

          It’s Christmas and you want to buy different colours of balloons for your small cousins. Play out the  

         dialogue. One of you is a shop-assistant and the other is a customer (buyer). 
 

   2.  Description of the activity 

 I divide the pupils in pairs and give each of the pair a role: one is a shop-assistant and the other is a 

customer.  I ask the ‘shop assistant’ to paint five balloons of different colours. I expect from the 

‘customer’ to name and buy all the five balloons. The dialogue is something like this: 
- I want to buy a blue balloon for my cousin.  

- Here it is. 

- And have you got a white one? 

- Sorry, we don’t. Here is a red one.  

I walk round the class and monitor the activity.  

Any other relevant answer is accepted. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


